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Abstract: This paper intended to the elastic scattering of an electron from the target by absorbing a photon from the laser 

field has been studied for the polarized potential. Since the solution of the Schr��dinger equation of whole three-body system 

has not been found, we consider such intensities of electromagnetic field (Laser field) that the electron field coupling is the 

dominant process and the target is transparent to the field such that photon- target coupling can be ignored. Therefore the 

internal structure of target can be ignored and represented just as a scattering potential. For number of photon, l=-1 i.e, 

absorption of a photon (inverse Bremsstrahlung), we have concluded that the differential scattering cross section of an electron 

depends upon the fourth power of the wavelength (��) and the intensity of the Laser field. From this work we see that at certain 

values of  laser parameters the differential scattering cross section of scattered electron decreases with increase in scattering 

angle and attains a minimum value of 0.1 barn and further increase in scattering angle also increases in differential scattering 

cross section and attains a maximum value of 0.3 barn.  
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1. Introduction 

Electron atom interaction in the presence of a laser field 

attracted considerable theoretical attention in the recent year 

not only because of the importance in applied areas (such as 

plasma heating or laser driven fusion), but also in view of 

their interest in fundamental atomic theory.  The problem of 

this process, is in general, very complex, since in addition to 

the difficulties associated with the treatment of electron atom 

collision, the presence of the laser introduces new parameters 

(for example, the laser photon energy ℏ�  and intensity I) 

which may influence the collision. Moreover, the laser 

photon can play the role of a "third body" during the collision, 

and "dressed" the atomic states. It is therefore of interest to 

begin the theoretical analysis by considering the simpler 

problem of the scattering of an electron by a potential in the 

presence of a laser field. A fully realistic description of the 

target atom is quite difficult. We shall represent it here by a 

potential model. 

Mason and Newell (1982) reported experimental evidence 

of simultaneous electron-photon excitation of atoms. 

However most experimental studies have been performed 

with noble gases (Wallbank et al. 2009), a recent on being 

with a Nd:YAG laser (Luan et al 2011). On the other hand, 

theoretical studies are not easy to perform with these atoms 

and the hydrogen atom has been studied extensively 

(Rahman ans Faisal 1978, Jetzek et al 1988, Bhattacharya et 

al 1993). Hydrogen as a one electron atom is a simple to deal 

with and it is often interesting information concerning the 

main features of the problem. 

The free process can theoretically be studied at various 

levels. As the target does not change states in this process, its 

own energy spectrum can be ignored and  a simple potential 

can mimic the electron atom interaction. The collision 

process can then be treated either classically or quantum 

mechanically by means of the simple scattering theories . 

Furthermore, the collision can be treated as occurred at such 

intensities of electromagnetic field that the electron-field 

coupling is the dominant process and the target is transparent 

to the field such that photon-target coupling can be ignored. 

If, however, the frequency of the photon is such as to couple 

two stationary states of the target, then the target-field 

interaction becomes extremely important. Here we discussed 

such intensity of the electromagnetic field where the photon-
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field interaction can be neglected. 

We want to show the effect of various collision and laser 

parameters on the collision process. This is the motive of the 

paper. Furthermore, most theoretical studies for scattering of 

electron by atoms in an intense radiation field are based on 

perturbation theory (Gersten and Mittleman 1976; Byron and 

Joachain 1984; Garvila et al 1990) starting with the well 

known Kroll and Waston (1976) work on the soft photon 

approximation, there exist only a few non-perturbative 

approaches for this problem. Shakeshaft (1983) formulated a 

non- perturbative method of coupled integral equations for 

calculating the scattering cross section by assuming the 

potential to be separable. Rosenberg (2000) applied the 

variation method for coulomb scattering in a laser field using 

a low frequency approximation. 

The reaction studied in the present work is, ��	
 + ��� + ��, �̂� → ���
 + ��� + � ± ����, �̂� 
Representing the collision of an incoming electron with 

momentum �� with hydrogen atom initially in the state i in 

the presence of a single mode laser beam moving to the 

excited state j with exchange of l photons between the 

electron and the laser field. We have used the Born 

approximation, to treat the electron- atom interaction as it is 

simple enough to allow calculation of a larger number of 

transitions, and it becomes exact at high energies. 

2. Materials and Methods 

We consider a collision between an electron and hydrogen 

atom in the presence of a laser field. We begin this section by 

considering the simple case in which the target atom is 

modeled by a center of force and hence does not interact with 

the laser field. The field is assumed to be purely 

monochromatic with angular frequency�, linearly polarized 

with linear polarization vector�̂ . We also assume that the 

dipole approximation is valid. The Hamiltonian of the 

electron-atom system in the presence of a laser beam can be 

written as, � = �� + �� + � ! ,  "�                    (1) 

Where �� →Hamiltonian of the free electron �� →Hamiltonian of the target atom 

And � ! ,  "�  is the interaction between the incident 

electron and atom, defined as, 

� ! ,  "� = 

#|%&| +∑ (|%&)|#*+(                       (2) 

Where,  ! → Position coordinate of the projectile electron 

Z → Atomic number of target or charge of the target atom  " → Position of an atomic electron 

For H-atom, Z=1 (i.e, one electron) equation (2) becomes 

� ! ,  "� = 

#|%&| + 

(|%&
%,| 

In equation (2) Z is the charge of the target atom. Working 

in the coulomb gauge we have the electric field 

-./0� = -./! sin�0 

And the corresponding vector potential is 

4/0� = 4/! cos�0  with  4/! = 78./&9  

In the presence of a laser field the incidence electron of 

momentum � is represented as  

: ( !.../, 0)=	 2=�>?@ �AB CD��./.  / − ��./. G/! sin�0H − �8I�ℏ J    (3) 

Where, 

-� =	ℏK�K2L  

G/! = �4/!LM� 

Also, G/! = N8./&O9@ is the measure of the coupling between the 

field and the projectile. 

Equation (3) is also known as volkov wave function. This 

equation gives the states of a free electron in a laser field. 

Since there is no conservation of energy in free state of an 

electron. So the states repersented by the volkov wave 

functiion is also called as virtual state, to make the energy 

conservation there must be another parameter. Here in our 

case we take the static potential as the third parameter for 

energy conservation of electron. 

The  S-matrix (scattering matrix) element for the transition 

from initial state (i)  to final state (f)  (�. �	� → P) is given by,  

[ref] 

Q = −�ℏ < :��S�T > 

The angle bracket denotes both space and time integration.  

Where, :�  is the volkov wave function for the final state of an 

electron S�T  is the exact formal solution of the following 

schr��dinger wave equation, 

12L WX./ + �4/0�M YK S /, 0� + � /�S /, 0� = �ℏ ZS /, 0�Z0  

where S /, 0�  is the time dependent wave function in 

presence of the scattering potential � /� in the presence of 

laser field. 

the solution this equation (4.65) can be written as [ref], ST /, 0� = S� /, 0�+[ \T0, 0′��ST /, 0′�^0′_
_  

Now taking electron atom interaction upto the first Born 

approximation, we get scattering matrix (S-matrix) as, 

Q = 
�ℏ < :�|�|:� >                          (4) 
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:�  is the Volkov wave function for the initial state of an 

electron 

And V is the interaction potential defined by equation (2). 

Initially the electron is free from potential and take part in 

interaction for certain time and after that it scattered from the 

potential to the Free State. So this interaction is also known 

as free- free scattering process. 

Now we can write equation (4) as, 

Q���	 = −�ℏ ` 2=�
aK �AB bD��./� .  / − ��./� . G/! sin�0H�

_ − �-��0ℏ c � /�2=�
aK �AB dD��./�.  /− ��./� . G/! sin�0H − �-�0ℏ c ^a ^0 

Where, ��		 → Initial wave vector of projectile particle �� 	→ Final wave vector of the scattered particle Q���	= −�ℏ 2=�
a ` �
�e.%/��e.f../& ghi9���8I�
8I	��ℏ� /�^a ^0�

_  

Here, Δ → �./� − �./�� 
(momentum transfer during scattering process) 

Q���	 = −�ℏ �k	Δ�l ��e.f../& ghi9���8I�
8I	��ℏ^0�

_  

where,  

�k	Δ� = 2=�
a l�
�e.%/ � /�^a  

This is the Fourier transformation of the potential in the 

momentum space. 

Since � /� is independent of time (t), we can seperate time 

and space integration so that �kΔ� can be taken outside of 

time integration. 

Using the generating function of the Bessel Polynomial 

We get, 

��e.f& ghi9� = m noΔ. G!�_
o+
_ ��o9�  

So the S-matrix element becomes 

Q���	 = −�ℏ �k	Δ�l m noΔ. G!�_
o+
_ ��o9���8I�
8I	��ℏ^0�


_  

where � is the no of photons exchange during the scattering 

process. It may take the values, � = 0, ±1,±2,±3,…………… 

Where, positive l describes the photon emission stimulated 

Bremsstrahlung and negative �  describes the photon 

absorption or inverse Bremsstrahlung and � = 0 corresponds 

to the pure elastic scattering in the presence of the laser field. 

Q���	 = 
�ℏ s���	o [ ��8I�
8I	Toℏ9�tℏ^0�
_             (5) 

where, 

s���	o = �k	Δ�mnoΔ. G!�o  

Using the idea of integral form of Dirac delta function 

uA − Av� = (Kw [ ���x
xv�^�_
_  ) 

We reduce equation (5) in the following form, Q���	 = −2=�s���	o u-�� − -�	 + �ℏ��          (6) 

The delta function in above equation ensures energy 

conservation, �. �, -�� = -�	 − �ℏ� 

���� = W1 − �ℏ�-�	 Y
(K
 

Here ℏ� is the photon energy and -�	  is the kinetic energy 

of a projectile electron. 

Now the differential scattering cross section in terms of 

transiton matrix is given by, ^yz(^Ω = LK2=�Kℏ� ���� |s���	o |K 

This is the required relation of differential cross section of 

electron with transfer of � photon. 

where , 

|s���	o |K = mnoKΔ. G!�o |�k	Δ�|K 

�k	Δ� = 2=�
a l�
�e.%/ � /�^a  

For spherically symmetric potential, � /� = � � 
So that, 

�k	Δ� = 2=�
a l � � K^ _
} l �
�e~ ��g � sin �^� l ^�Kw

}
w

}  

This gives, 

|�k	Δ�|K = ��4=�∆� 

To calculate ∑ no∆. G!�o  we have the expression for the 

Bessel function which is, [ref] 
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n�A� = A�2�Γn + 1� b1 − AK2.2� + 1� + A�2.4.2� + 1�� + 2� −	… . . � 
Here we take � = �	��^	A = Δ. G!	0ℎ�� 

							noA� = Δ. G!�o2oΓl + 1� b1 − Δ. G!�K2.2� + 1� + Δ. G!��2.4.2� + 1�� + 2� −	…… � 
For low intensity and low frequency we get, 

�	no∆. G!��K = ΔKG!K4  

Thus we get square modulus of the transition matrix 

element as, 

			|s���	o |K = ΔKG!K4 ��4=�∆� 

Substituting these values we get the value of the 

differential cross section as, ^yz(^Ω = ��2=��ℏ� ����
-!Kω��� − ���K 

���,�� = N�Kw��ℏ� ���	 8&@��e�@                         (7) 

We have, 

Δ = ��..../ −	��.../ 	ΔK  = ��K + ��K − 2��..../��.../ cos � 

Where, � is the angle between ��	��^	��, that means � is 

the scattering angle between initial and final momentum of 

the projectile particle. 

Thus we have, 

	ΔK =	��K �W1 − �ℏ�-�	 Y − 2W1 − �ℏ�-�	 Y
(K cos � + 1� 

Substituting this value in equation (7) we get, 

^yz(^Ω = ��2=��ℏ� ����
-!K

ω���K ��1 − ℏ�-�	� − 2 �1 − ℏ�-�	�
(K cos � + 1� 

^yz(^Ω
= ��ℏK2=�� W1 − ℏ�-�	Y

(K -!K
ω�2L-�	 ��1 − ℏ�-�	� − 2 �1 − ℏ�-�	�

(K cos� + 1� 

^yz(^Ω
= ��2��LℏK=�(}M  W1 − �ℏ�-�	 Y

(K ��	¡!
-�	 ��1 − �ℏ�-�	 � − 2 �1 − �ℏ�-�	 �

(K cos� + 1� 
We have the relation 

� = Kw7¢  and -!K = �w	£&7  

where, ¡! is the intensity of the laser field. � is the wave length of the radiation. M is the velocity of light. 

^yz(^Ω = ¤ W1 − �ℏ�-�	 Y
(K ��	¡!
-�	 ��1 − �ℏ�-�	 � − 2 �1 − �ℏ�-�	 �

(K cos � + 1� 

Where, ¤ = N�K�¥Oℏ@w�,¦7§ is the constant quantity. 

Now, for � = 1  i.e,  one photon emission (stimulated 

emissioin) 

���,�� = ¤ �1 − ℏ98I	�
,@ ¢�	£&
8I	¨W(
ℏ©ªI	Y
KW(
ℏ©ªI	Y

,@ ��g «T(¬
    (8) 

This is the differential cross section for the scattering of an 

electron with one photon emission (stimulated 

Bremsstrahlung) in the presence of potential . 

Also for � = −1  i.e, one photon absorption (inverse 

Bremsstrahlung), 

���,�� = ¤ �1 + ℏ98I	�
,@ ¢�	£&
8I	¨W(Tℏ©ªI	Y
KW(Tℏ©ªI	Y

,@ ��g «T(¬
    (9) 

This is the differential cross section for the scattering of an 

electron with one photon absorption (inverse Bremsstrahlung) 

in the presence of potential. 

3. Result and Discussion 

In the present work, we have studied the elastic scattering 

of an electron-atom interaction by absorbing a photon from 

the laser field. For simplicity, we have neglected the dressing 

effect of an atom i.e., we have neglected the field- atom 

interaction so that we can neglect the internal structure of an 

atom because we choose the intensity of the field in such a 

way that the target atom is transparent for the field. 

Here, the differential cross-section equations (8) and (9) is 

found to be proportional to �� (where �	is the wavelength of 

the radiation ) which explains why it has been easier to 

observe laser –assisted cross section using infrared laser 

(high wave length and low frequency) than those operating in 

the visible or ultraviolet spectral regions. 
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Equation (9) is plotted as the functions of scattering angle, 

kinetic energy of an electron, wavelength and intensity of the 

laser field as shown below: 

1: Variation of differential scattering cross section with 

kinetic energy of the incident electron 

 

Fig. 1. Variation of differential scattering cross section with kinetic energy of 

the incident electron 

From the plot, we see that the differential scattering cross 

section decrease as the kinetic energy of the incident electron 

increases. Going on increasing the kinetic energy of an 

incident electron we will get zero value of scattering cross 

section. 

2: Variation of differential cross section with the wave 

length of the laser field  

 

Fig. 2. Variation of differential cross section with wavelength of the field 

From the plot, it is found that the differential scattering 

cross section increases with increase in wavelength of the 

laser field. It shows that the differential scattering cross 

section is zero below the wavelength 0.01m. 

3: Variation of differential cross section with intensity of 

laser field 

 

Fig. 3. Variation of differential cross section with intensity of the laser field 

From the figure, it is clear that differential scattering cross 

section increase with increase in the intensity of the laser 

field. It shows that the differential scattering cross section 

varies linearly with intensity. 

4: Variation of differential cross section with scattering 

angle 

 

Fig. 4. Variation of differential cross section with scattering angle  

From the plot, it is clear that differential cross section 

decreases as the scattering angle increase and attains the 

minimum value 1 ×	10
K®LK  and further increase in 

scattering angle also increase in differential scattering cross 

section which is clearly shown in polar plot. 
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5: Polar plot of differential cross section with scattering 

angle 

 

Fig. 5. Polar plot of differential cross section with scattering angle 

From the polar plot, it is clear that the differential 

scattering cross section of an electron decreases with increase 

in scattering angle and attains minimum value and further 

increase in scattering angle also increase in cross section and 

attains maximum value 3 ×	10
K®LK. 

It is generally observed that when electrons are scattered 

from the atom in the presence of a laser field, a new effect is 

observed which are not accessible in ordinary electron –atom 

scattering. This collision have the basic peculiarity of being 

processes in which three subsystem are present (i) the 

electron (ii) the target atom (iii) the radiation field. The last 

one provided energy and momentum and is characterized by 

the polarization of its electric field, which introduces in this 

collision process a new physical axis. 

In this work, we have studied the scattering of an electron 

from the target atom by absorption of a photon from the laser 

field. From this study we concluded that the differential 

scattering cross section of an electron depends upon the 

intensity and wavelength of the laser field where as in 

ordinary electron -atom scattering, cross section only 

depends upon the scattering angle. The differential scattering 

cross section increases with increase in wavelength and 

intensity of the laser field. For a fixed value of a laser 

parameters and kinetic energy of an incident electron, the 

differential scattering cross section of an scattered electron 

decreases with increase in scattering angle and attains a 

minimum value of 1 ×	10
K®LK = 0.1¯� �  and further 

increase in scattering angle also increase in differential 

scattering cross section and attains a maximum value of  3 ×	10
K®LK = 0.3¯� �. Also from this study we see that, 

the differential scattering cross section for the electric field 

perpendicular to the direction of momentum transfer is zero. 

So from this study we concluded that the differential 

scattering cross section is also greatly depends upon the 

polarization of the laser field. 

4. For Polarized Potential 

If we choose � � as polarized potential  �. �, � � = − f°K%@T�@�@            

Where, 

^� = G±2²(a 

G± → dipole polarizability 

Z → atomic number 

Now, 

Fourier Transformation of polarized potential, 

�k	∆� = − 12=K l sin∆ �∆ � �^ ∞

}  

�k	∆� = 12=K l sin∆ �∆ G±2 K + ^K�K ^ ∞

}  

=  
f°�w@�∆ w�∆K� �
∆�� [20] 

	�³ 	Δ� = G±16=^ �
∆�� 
So that, 

|	�³ 	Δ�|K = | G±16=^ �
∆��|K 

= 
f°@K �w@�@ �
K∆�� 

= 
f°@K �w@�@ C1 − K∆�(! + K∆��@K! −⋯ J 

|	�³ 	Δ�|K = G±K256=K^K b1 − 2∆^ + 2∆^�K2! � 
Higher order terms can be neglected for small momentum 

transfer 

|	�³ 	Δ�|K = f°@K �w@�@ −	 Kf°@∆K �w@� +
f°@K �w@�@ K∆��@K  

To calculate ∑ no∆. G!�o  we have the expression for the 

Bessel function which is, [15] 

n�A� = A�2�Γn + 1� b1 − AK2.2� + 1� + A�2.4.2� + 1�� + 2� −	… . . � 
Here we take � = �	��^	A = Δ. G!	0ℎ�� 

	noA� = e.f&�¸K¸¹ºT(� C1 − e.f&�@K.KoT(� + e.f&��K.�.KoT(�oTK� −	…… J   (**) 

for � = 1  i.e, for one photon emission (stimulated 

Bremsstrahlung) then we get 

noΔ. G!� = Δ. G!�2Γ2� b1 − Δ. G!�K2.2.2 + Δ. G!��2.4.2.2.3 −	… . . � 
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noΔ. G!� = e.f&�K − e.f&�@K.K.K.K + e.f&��K.�.K.K.a.K −	… ..          (10) 

If we take »  as the angle between electric field and 

momentum transfer i.e, ∆. G! =	∆G! cos » 

and for high frequency and low intensity the higher order 

terms of equation (4.97) can be neglected because G! = N8&¼�@. 

Then we get, 

no∆. G!� = 	∆G! cos »2  

If the direction between electric field and momentum 

transfer is parallel  (i.e,	» = 0 )  then cos » = cos 0 = 1 

Thus , no∆. G!� = 	 ∆f&K  and also,  

�	no∆. G!��K = e@f&@�                      (11) 

If the direction between electric field and momentum 

transfer is perpendicular (i.e, 	»  = 90°  ) then cos » =cos 90° = 0 

Thus,  no∆. G!� = 0 . P� 	� = −1 one photon absorption (inverse Bremsstrahlung) 

the Bessel function is n
(∆. G!�. 
We have the relation, 		n
oA� = −1�onoA� 
Using this relation, P� 	� = 1  we get, n
(∆. G!� = −nA� 

n
(∆. G!� = −∆G!2  

�n
(∆. G!�	�K = e@f&@�                        (12) 

We have, 

|s���	o |K = mnoKΔ. G!�o ¿�k	Δ�¿K 

=		e@f&@� À f°@K �w@�@ −	 Kf°@∆K �w@� + f°@K �w@�@ K∆��@K Á 

= �e@f&@f°@(}K�w@�@ −	K	f&@f°@e?(}K�w@� + 	f&@� f°@K �w@�@ K��@e�K � 

Here the higher order term of momentum transfer is also 

neglected.  

So that we get, 

|s���	o |K = G!KG±K1024=K^K ΔK 

Thus we get, 

s���	o = G!G±32=^ 	Δ 

s���	o = G±N8&@32=L�K^ 	Δ 

					G! = �-!L�K 

Now, ^y^Ω = LK2=�Kℏ� ���� |s���	o |K 

		���� = O@Kw�@ℏ� �1 − oℏ98I	�
,@ f&@f°@(}K�w@�@ ΔK           (13) 

		���� = O@f°@�}®�w�ℏ��@ �1 − oℏ98I	�
,@ G!KΔK           (14) 

Here, Δ = �� − �� thus 	ΔK = �� − ���K 

= ��K + ��K − 2���� cos � 

Where,  � is the angle between ��	��^	��, that means � is 

the scattering angle between initial and final momentum of 

the projectile particle (electron). 

	�Δ���K = W����Y
K + 1 − 2W����Y cos � 

�Δ���K = W1 − �ℏ�-�	 Y − 2W1 − �ℏ�-�	 Y
(K cos � + 1 

	ΔK =	��K ��1 − oℏ98I	� − 2 �1 − oℏ98I	�
,@ cos � + 1�  (15) 

Substitute this value in equation (4.100) we get,  

���� = O@f°@�}®�w�ℏ��@ �1 − oℏ98I	�
,@  N8&O9@�K��K ��1 − oℏ98I	� −21−�ℏ�-��12cos�+1                     (16) 

we have from equation (4.83), 

���� = W1 − �ℏ�-�	 Y
(K
 

P� 	� = 1	�0	�Â 

���� = W1 − ℏ�-�	Y
(K
 

P� 	� = 1  i.e, for one photon emission (stimulated 

Bremsstrahlung)  
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ΔK =	��K �W1 − ℏ�-�	Y − 2W1 − ℏ�-�	Y
(K cos � + 1� 

Substitute this value in equation (4.102) we get, 

	^y^Ω = LKG±K4096=�ℏ�^K W1 − ℏ�-�	Y
(K � �-!L�K	�K ��K �W1 − ℏ�-�	Y

− 2W1 − ℏ�-�	Y
(K cos � + 1� 

���� = O@f°@�}®�w�ℏ��@ �1 − ℏ98I	�
,@ N@8&@O@9� ℏK��K ��1 − ℏ98I	� −21−ℏ�-��12cos�+1                      (17) 

	^y^Ω = L�KG±K32768=�ℏ�^KM� W1 − ℏ�-�	Y
(K -!K-�	�� �W1 − ℏ�-�	Y

− 2W1 − ℏ�-�	Y
(K cos � + 1� 

	^y^Ω = ¤ W1 − ℏ�-�	Y
(K -!K-�	�� �W1 − ℏ�-�	Y − 2W1 − ℏ�-�	Y

(K cos� + 1� 
Where, C= 

ON@f°@aKÅ��w¥ℏ��@7� (constant) 

This is the differential cross section for the scattering of an 

electron with one photon emission (stimulated 

Bremsstrahlung) in the presence of potential V(r). 

Again from equation (14) we have, 

���� = W1 − �ℏ�-�	 Y
(K
 

P� 	� = −1 ,one photon absorption (inverse 

Bremsstrahlung) it is  

���� = W1 + ℏ�-�	Y
(K
 

Also, 	ΔK =	��K ��1 + ℏ98I	� − 2 �1 + ℏ98I	�
,@ cos � + 1� 

Then equation (4.102) becomes 

���� = O@f°@�}®�w�ℏ��@ �1 + ℏ98I	�
,@ N@8&@O@9� ℏK��K ��1 + ℏ98I	� −21+ℏ�-��12cos�+1                       (18) 

This is the differential cross section for the scattering of an 

electron with one photon absorption (inverse Bremsstrahlung) 

in the presence of potential V(r). 

Where, L =	mass of an elactron �� = initial momentum vector of an electron -�	  = initial kinetic energy of the incident an electron ℏ� = photon energy of the laser � =   no. of the photon transfer during interaction � =  scattering angle Δ = momentum transfer -! = amplitude of the electric field of the laser 

5. Result and Discussion 

5.1. Result and Discussion 

In the present thesis work, we have studied the elastic 

scattering of an electron-atom interaction by absorbing a 

photon from the laser field. For simplicity, we have neglected 

the dressing effect of an atom [21] i.e., we have neglected the 

field- atom interaction so that we can neglect the internal 

structure of an atom because we choose the intensity of the 

field in such a way that the target atom is transparent for the 

field. 

When an electron scatters elastically from the target by 

absorbing a photon (inverse Bremsstrahlung, i.e., 	� = −1 ) 

from the fields, then the differential scattering cross-section 

is given by equation (17) as, 

^y^Ω = LKG±K4096=�ℏ�^K W1 + ℏ�-�	Y
(K �K-!KLK�� ℏK��K �W1 + ℏ�-�	Y

− 2W1 + ℏ�-�	Y
(K cos � + 1� 

From this relation, it is clear that the frequency � of the 

laser field is not only important but also the field amplitude 	-! is important for the differential cross section. 

Now we changed this equation in terms of wavelength and 

the intensity of the laser field. 

We have the relations, 

-!K = 8=	¡!M  

where, 	¡! is the intensity of the laser field. 

and also, � = Kw7¢  

where  � is the wave length of the radiation. M is the velocity of light. 

Substituting the values of  -!K and � in equation (17),then 

we get the following form for the differential cross- section, 

	^y^Ω = 2L�KG±K4096=�ℏ�^K W1 + ℏ�-�	Y
(K À8=	¡!M Á-�	��2=M�� ÆÇ

ÇÇ
È W1 + ℏ�-�	Y −
2W1 + ℏ�-�	Y

(K cos� + 1ÉÊ
ÊÊ
Ë
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	���� = ON@f°@aKÅ��w¥ℏ��@7� �1 + ℏ98I	�
,@ À�w	£&7 Á-�	�� ��1 + ℏ98I	� −21+ℏ�-��12cos�+1                                   (19) 

Similarly, when an electron scatters elastically from the 

target by emitting a photon (stimulated Bremsstrahlung, 

i.e., 	� = 1), then the differential scattering cross-section is 

given by equation (18) as, 

���� = O@f°@�}®�w�ℏ��@ �1 − ℏ98I	�
,@ N@8&@O@9� ℏK��K ��1 − ℏ98I	� −21−ℏ�-��12cos�+1                           (20) 

Substituting the values of  -!K and � in equation (5.3), then 

we get the following form for the differential cross- section, 

	���Ω
= ON@f°@aKÅ��w¥ℏ��@7� �1 − ℏ98I	�

,@ À�w	£&7 Á-�	�� ��1 − ℏ98I	� −
21−ℏ�-��12cos�+1                                    (21) 

 

 

Fig 6. Variation of differential scattering cross section with kinetic energy of 

the incident electron 

Here, the differential cross-section equations (18) and (19) 

is found to be proportional to �� (where �	is the wavelength 

of the radiation ) which explains why it has been easier to 

observe laser –assisted cross section using infrared laser 

(high wave length and low frequency) than those operating in 

the visible or ultraviolet spectral regions[22]. 

Equation (18) and (19) are plotted as the functions of 

scattering angle, kinetic energy of an electron, wavelength 

and intensity of the laser field as shown below: 

From the plot, we see that the differential scattering cross 

section increases as the kinetic energy of the incident electron 

increases. Going on increasing the kinetic energy of an 

incident electron we will get infinite value of scattering cross 

section. 

5.2. Variation of Differential Cross Section with the Wave 

Length of the Laser Field  

 

Fig    7. Variation of Differential Cross Section with the Wave Length of the 

Laser Field 

From the plot, it is found that the differential scattering 

cross section increases with increase in wavelength of the 

laser field. It shows that the differential scattering cross 

section is zero below the wavelength 0.015m. 

 

Fig 8. Variation of differential cross section with intensity of the laser field 

 

Fig 9. Variation of differential cross section with scattering angle  

From the figure, it is clear that differential scattering cross 

section increase with increase in the intensity of the laser 
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field. It shows that the differential scattering cross section 

varies linearly with intensity. 

From the plot, it is clear that differential cross section 

increases as the scattering angle increase and attains the 

maximum value 2.6 × 10
K}LK  and further increase in 

scattering angle decreases in differential scattering cross 

section which is clearly shown in polar plot[23]. 

 

Fig 10. Polar plot of differential cross section with scattering angle 

From the polar plot, it is clear that the differential 

scattering cross section of an electron increase with increase 

in scattering angle and attains maximun value of 2.6 ×10
K}LKand further increase in scattering angle, decreases in 

cross section and attains minimum value of	0.98 ×	10
K}LK. 

5.3. Conclusion 

It is concluded that from the above discussion that when 

electrons are scattered from the atom in the presence of a 

laser field, a new effect is observed which are not accessible 

in ordinary electron atom scattering. This collision have the 

basic peculiarity of being processes in which three subsystem 

are present (i) the electron (ii) the target atom (iii) the 

radiation field. The last one provided energy and momentum 

and is characterized by the polarization of its electric field, 

which introduces in this collision process a new physical axis. 

This work reflected that the scattering of an electron from 

the target atom by absorption of a photon from the laser field. 

From this study we concluded that the differential scattering 

cross section of an electron depends upon the intensity and 

wavelength of the laser field where as in ordinary electron -

atom scattering, cross section only depends upon the 

scattering angle. The differential scattering cross section 

increases with increase in wavelength and intensity of the 

laser field. For a fixed value of a laser parameters and kinetic 

energy of an incident electron, the differential scattering 

cross section of an scattered electron increases with increase 

in scattering angle and attains a maximum value of 2.6 ×10
K}LK and further increase in scattering angle , decreases 

in differential scattering cross section and attains a minimum 

value of 0.98 ×	10
K}LK. 
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